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We would like to introduce our self and explore the possibility of associating
with your esteemed organization as Human Resource Partner.
Search Talent Consultant is HR Solutions providers company operated by
professionals having vast experience in the field of HR & Team Management, Having
its Head office in Karnal- and network offices across India.
We work closely with clients to determine the exact qualifications and skills
needed in a prospect, and we interview candidates extensively to ensure their
experience and needs are appropriate for the job and culture offered by our client.
We provide specialized and customized services tailored to the needs of our clients. We believe in cost
effective solutions over a wide spectrum of horizontal domain of business process; viz; Recruitment,IT
Sector, Banking sector, Corporate Training & Development, Payroll Management and Benefit
Administration, Compliance Management and Administration, HR Policy development etc.
Conceptualized and founded in the year 2015, Search Talent Consultant is a young Human Resource
which is growing into one of the leading HR service provider. It is an institution born out of Entrepreneurial
Zeal and Vision of young business leaders, who spotted a unique opportunity arising out of the new
paradigms of economic rogression. Search Talent Consultant core team brings together a wealth
of experience from varied backgrounds. Search Talent Consultant offers a comprehensive process
orientated solutions at Senior Level to Middle / Entry Level positions across Different Domains.. Search
Talent Consultant follows the best practices to synergize the finest human talent for our business
associates. Search Talent Consultant provides dedicated services to each client suitably backed by a
dedicated competent team working 24x7. Search Talent Consultant believes in professionalism of the
highest order & partners with clients to achieve & exceed their targets.
We have a growing list of clients covering almost all industry verticals. Many of them have continued their
association with us. This confirms our belief of establishing relationships of lasting mutual value with
client companies through committed service delivery.
Our services start with building up relationship with the clients and working on focused and well-defined
job profiles to get the right person. We believe in meeting the client's requirements within a framework of
specific schedule and in a cost-effective manner.

We assure you that if provided us an opportunity, we shall leave no stone unturned to satisfy the same.
It will be our pleasure to provide our services to your esteemed organization & look forward to a regular
association with your organization.
If you have any further queries or would require any further details, please feel free to get
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We have successfully placed manpower for Technical as well as Non-Technical positions in different
verticals. Our Clients are from India, Australia, Malaysia, Africa, Bahrain and U.A.E. and we had provided our
services to industries like Transformer, Stainless Steel, Pharmaceutical, IT, Telecom, Consumer Durable,

Consultant
FMCG, Dairy Plant Set-up, R&D of Food Processing. Construction, Facility
Management, Manufacturing, Building Construction Material, B.P.O., Security,
Trading, Rubber & many more...!
Search Talent Consultant young company best described as India's Best
recruitment Platform for Job seekers.
Search Talent Consultant is the best in helping Businesses and People meet
with a growth oriented and performance focused organization.
Search Talent Consultant is one of India’s fastest growing job portals. It has enabled millions of job
seekers discover right opportunities.
In fact, Search Talent Consultant is among the pioneers to fetch innovation into the
E-recruitment landscape
Which offer a platform of services that empower the modern professional of 21st century
Our venture Dream Search Talent Consultant is serving professionals seeking opportunities in
International market from 5-6 years.

Allocating importance to long-term client relationships, turnaround times, and an overall excellent
experience in our dealings, we try to ensure that the candidate not only suits with the criteria of
organization but also have a zest from inside to be the part of the company
We are unique because of our recruitment process as below:
»» Proper analysis of Job description
»» Advertisement of Job in different Job Portals & different category pages
»» Initial Short listing of manpower
»» First phase of interview at our place, Technical round as well as HR round
Team, which consists of highly qualified & experienced professionals to provide best possible services.
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S.NO	 JOB TITLE	LOCATION
1.

Hiring for Customer Service ( Non Voice )
- Lending Process

2.

Recruitment Executive

Delhi/NCR (National Capital Region)

3.

Recruitment Associate

Delhi

4.

Recruitment Coordinator for Gurgaon

5.

Manager - Recruitment Operations

6.

HR Executive (IT Recruitment)

7.

HR Executive-recruitment and Generalist

8.

Technical Recruiter / Lead / Consultant
-recruitment @ Noida Bhubaneshwar,

9.

Specialist - Recruitment - Hospitality/Travel

10.

HR - Recruitment Executive – Noida

11.

AM - Recruitment - Engineering Firm

12.

Mechanical

13.

HR Executive (recruitment & Generalist Delhi,

14.

Recruitment Executive - Dwarka (female)

15.

Senior Manager - Recruitment Operations - BFSI

16.

Assistant Manager - HR (recruitment)

17.

Recruitment Administrator/hr Executive

18.

Manager - Recruitment - Retail

19.

Sr. Consultant Recruitment

20.

HR Manager - Recruitment at PMS Consulting - Delhi

Noida, Delhi/NCR (National Capital Region)

Gurgaon, Delhi/NCR (National Capital Region)
Delhi/NCR/Mumbai
Faridabad, Delhi/NCR (National Capital Region)
Delhi/NCR (National Capital Region)
Delhi/NCR (National Capital Region), Noida
Delhi/NCR/Mumbai/Bangalore
Delhi
Delhi/NCR
Noida, Delhi/NCR (National Capital Region)
Delhi/NCR (National Capital Region)
Delhi
Delhi/NCR/Mumbai
Delhi
Delhi/NCR (National Capital Region)
Delhi/NCR
Delhi/NCR (National Capital Region), Delhi
Delhi

Team, which consists of highly qualified & experienced professionals to provide best possible
services.
We thank you for spending your valuable time on our business proposal and are keen to receive
some of your requirements so that we can prove our worth to you.
With best regards,

Contact No.: 8813882166 | Emails: kusumlatandri@gmail.com

